Standing Deferred Exams in Math Courses

Option 1:

If you choose to complete the course you have the SD in with the next available regularly scheduled final exam, take your UBC ID card with you and write SD on the front of the exam before you hand it back in at the end of the sitting.

You will have to get the scheduling details from the UBC Exam Schedule web site as this exam will not be listed in your personal exam schedule.

For information on what topics to focus on when studying, check the course outline for the term in which you are taking the exam. The instructor of that course can be contacted a week before the end of the term for further information about what topics to focus on and if you can bring any exam aids such as a formula sheet. You do not need to register for this type of SD exam; simply show up.

Option 2:

If you choose to complete the course by writing with the Enrolment Services Summer SD Exam Sitting, you will need to respond to an email that will be sent to you from them asking you to register for their exam sitting. MATH courses participate in the Summer Enrolment Services SD Exam Sitting only. We do not participate in their Term 1 SD Exam Sitting.

This SD exam will be comparable to the final exam given to students in the term you took the course but different from the original exam.

If you need to write the SD exam in a location other than UBC, Enrolment Services is the department that arranges that for a fee.

Important to Know:

SDs do have a time limit which you can find out from your Faculty Advising Office if you are thinking of delaying the writing of your deferred exam.